Key:
Definitions are underlined.
()* Anagram
rev. Reversed
[ ] Ignored or deleted letters
ref. Referencing
def. Definition


Across
1	Poles are about ready for Europe to encourage workers with brains (13)
NEUROSURGEONS
 EUROS + URGE ON , all in NS

10	Talk over the papers after a separation (9)
APARTHEID
 A + (RAP rev.) + THE ID

11	Undo and trim the ends of surgical tube (5)
ANNUL
 [c]ANNUL[a]

12	Black eye almost closing, head spinning…  (5)
EBONY
 NOB rev. in EY[e]

13	…brief opportunity to take horse aboard tourist coach (9)
CHARABANC
 ARAB in CHANC[e]

14	Politician limits a skin condition (very nearly) with sunscreen (7)
PARASOL
 (A RAS[h]) in POL

16	Seethe over husband’s ‘twinkle’ (7)
SHIMMER
 H in SIMMER

18	Bald, old, eccentric? Yes (7)
ODDBALL
 (BALD OLD)*

20	In interval of lucidity, bans Emu touring (7)
SUNBEAM
 (BANSEMU)*

21	Infernal nark gets between brothers (9)
FRATERNAL
 RAT in FERNAL

23	Soft porn sent to Gateshead and Tyne, we hear? (5)
PRONG
 (PORN)*+G[ates] - 'tine'

24	Tycoon is the pits (5)
NADIR
 Double def., ref. Asil Nadir

25	Independent US university’s musical review is unoriginal (9)
IMITATIVE
 I+MIT+(EVITA rev.)

26	Rocking seesaws or keeping svelte for fitness, in the main? (13)
SEAWORTHINESS
 THIN in (SEESAWS OR)*

Down
2	Lovestruck Romeo in EU moaned dismally (9)
ENAMOURED
 R in (EU MOANED)*

3	Pick of Biarritz yachts is luxurious (5)
RITZY
 biarRITZ Yachts

4	Pockets about a hundred and one pounds for pattern (7)
STENCIL
 (NETS rev.) + CI + L

5	Culls about six hundred goldfinches (7)
REDCAPS
 DC in REAPS

6	Aura of prestige for Maori usurping vicar in forcible removal (9)
EMANATION
 EVICTION with VIC->MANA

7	Assassin is held in Benin jail (5)
NINJA
 beNIN JAil

8	Deploying tarp we shelter, half hoping that will keep the rain out (13)
WATERPROOFING
 (TARP WE)* + ROOF + [hop]ING

9	This makes force from the current lot an urgent EC matter, in the absence of truant organisation (13)
ELECTROMAGNET
 (LOT AN URGENT EC MATTER minus the letters of TRUANT)*

15	Is she frighteningly proficient in her field? (9)
SCARECROW
 Cryptic definition

17	Helps to recall women-only uprising, as captured by microphones (9)
MNEMONICS
 (NO MEN) rev. in MICS

19	One with right ankle twisted displays more limp (7)
LANKIER
 (I R ANKLE)*

20	Thoughtless of slave changing hands (7)
SELFISH
 SERFISH, R->L

22	Rotten lumber, top surface peeling (5)
ADDLE
 [s]ADDLE

23	Pop holding onto recipe is 20d according to Connery? (5)
PRAWN
 R in PAWN - 'Shellfish' as Sean Connery might pronounce 'selfish'

